Abstract: the analysis of the effects of night environment on athlete's psychological intervention has a momentous significance for promoting the performance of athletes. The traditional algorithm not fully considers the instantaneous and disorder of night environmental psychological change, resulting in the reduced accuracy of analyzing the effect of psychological intervention. Therefore, a modeling method for the influence of night environment on athlete's psychological intervention based on the constrained fuzzy clustering algorithm is proposed. Firstly, the objective function of night environmental factors fuzzy clustering in the course of athletes in the sports is obtained to minimized transform. The weight and corresponding confidence coefficient of different nighttime environment factors are calculated, to establish the relationship model between night environmental factors and psychological intervention effect. The experimental results show that using the improved algorithm analyze the influence of night environment on athlete's psychological intervention, can improve the achievements of athletes at night.
Introduction
With the continued improvement of sports training skills, athlete's achievement enhancement becomes an indispensable part of the field of sports [1] , but the resulting problems are increasingly serious [2] . In our country, athlete's achievement in the night is not ideal [3] , it has an inevitable connection with the influence of nighttime environment on athletes [4] . Therefore, it is extremely necessary to analyze the effects of night environment for athlete's psychological intervention, to provide an accurate basis for the necessary psychological intervention for athletes [5] , improving the sports performance. Therefore, the modeling analysis method for the effect of night environment on athlete's psychological intervention, has become the key subject to study in sports field [6] . At present, the main analytical methods are based on the neural network algorithm, the decision tree algorithm [7] and association rules algorithm [8] . Among them, the most commonly used is based on association rules algorithm. As the modeling analysis method for the effect of night environment on athlete's psychological intervention has an irreplaceable role in the field of sports, it has very broad prospects for development, and become the focus study of many experts.
2 the theory of modeling analysis method for the effect of night environment on athlete's psychological intervention 2.1 Constraint fuzzy clustering processing of night environment factor Setting the number of night environmental factors can be described by q , one of the night environment factors is randomly selected, its included amount of information can be described by u , and to meet the constraint condition 
The above clustering objective function of night environment factors is made minimization
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In the clustering processing of the night of environmental factors, it needs to obtain the ratio and fuzzy index of each night environment factors, using this method can make the acquisition results to meet the requirements of the objective function. According to the following steps, it can make detailed description of the realization process of constrained fuzzy clustering:
(1) According to the number of night environmental factors clustering transform, ratio of fuzzy index and night environment factors, the matrix of night environment factors and the corresponding ratio can be obtained.
(2) Using the ratio of night environmental factors, can obtain the objective function values. In the process of clustering processing, assuming the iteration number is more than the set threshold value, then the operation is ended; otherwise, operation is continued.
(3) In the clustering process of the night environmental factors, the deviation will be occurred, it needs to compensate for the deviation.
(4) According to the correction cluster center of night environmental factors, the membership function can be made update processing.
(5) The matrix of the ratio of night environmental factors is made update processing. According to the above method, it can make constrained fuzzy clustering process of night environment factors, so as to provide accurate data base for the modeling of night environment factors and athlete's psychological intervention effect.
2.2 establishment of relationship model of night environment factors and psychological intervention effect According to night environment factors to constrain fuzzy clustering results, the relationship model of night environment factors and psychological intervention effect can be established, so as to realize analysis for relation. The following steps can be described in detail:
Assuming the collection constituted by all night environment factors can be described by Z , the quantity of all elements in the collection can be depicted by q , the number of corresponding attributes can be described by p . The following formula is used to obtain the corresponding support ratio:
The above formula, q is used to describe the number of all-night environmental factors, ω is used to describe the corresponding membership of night environmental factors, ( , )
to describe the membership of l -th elements in the k d .
The following formula is utilized to get confidence of any one night environment factors:
The following formula is used to obtain the ratio in analysis process of night environment factors of different categories and athlete psychological intervention effect: 
Experiment results and analysis
In order to verify the effectiveness of improved algorithms, there is the need for an experiment. Simulation software matlab is used to construct the experiment environment. In order to keep generality, in the process of the experiment, the traditional algorithm and improved algorithm are adopted for estimated results. The influence of two kinds of nocturnal environment for athletes psychological intervention is not same, but have same representative. Figure 1 can describe influence variable statistical property caused by instantaneity and disorder of psychological changes in night environment of different algorithms: Fig. 1 Effect caused by night environment psychological changes in the athletes' psychological intervention effect degree It can be learnt from Figure 1 , the dynamic time series trend of night environmental psychology of two algorithms is similar, the values of all variables are on the rise, then decline. However, it can be seen from the above figure, different algorithms have a large difference for athletes' psychological intervention effect wave path. The smoothness of the improved algorithm is best, and the smoothness of the traditional algorithm is relatively low.
In order to verify the difference of different algorithms for athletes psychological intervention influence analysis caused by nocturnal environment, in the table below summarizes the statistic of night environment on mental. It can be learnt from the data in Table 1 , the statistics of different algorithms have obvious differences, and the corresponding positive and negative symbols are not same. According to the experimental data, it can be learned that the proposed algorithm used for modeling the effect of night environment on psychological intervention for athletes, can affect the real effect of nocturnal environment for athletes psychological intervention, so as to process timely intervention, and improve the performance of athletes in the night environment.
Conclusion
In the process of analyzing the effects of night environment on athlete's psychological intervention, aiming at the problem of that the traditional algorithm not fully considers the instantaneous and disorder of night environmental psychological change, and resulting in the reduced accuracy of analyzing the effect of psychological intervention, a modeling method for the influence of night environment on athlete's psychological intervention based on the constrained fuzzy clustering algorithm is proposed. Firstly, the objective function of night environmental factors fuzzy clustering in the course of athletes in the sports is obtained to minimized transform. The weight and corresponding confidence coefficient of different nighttime environment factors are calculated, to establish the relationship model between night environmental factors and psychological intervention effect. The experimental results show that using the improved algorithm analyze the influence of night environment on athlete's psychological intervention, can improve the achievements of athletes at night.
